
 

It's World Gin & Tonic Day and time to toast this classic
and creative pairing

Gin enthusiasts and mixologists around the globe united on Thursday, 19 October, to celebrate the beloved and versatile
spirit of gin once again on World Gin & Tonic Day.

Whether you want to head to one of Mzansi’s many cocktail spots, or stay at home and stir your own creativity, Bombay
Sapphire wants to inspire you to get creative and awaken all your senses.

As the only international gin that is 100% vapour infused, Bombay Sapphire’s extremely smooth and versatile quality and 10
hand-selected botanicals makes it the ideal canvas for the picture-perfect cocktail.

World Gin & Tonic Day is a reminder that gin is a firm bartender favorite with timeless appeal, and the perfect cocktail
ingredient to get creative with and enjoy.

Here are three DIY G&T cocktail recipes with a twist from Bombay Sapphire to get your creative juices flowing.

Green apple and thyme gin and tonic twist

Ingredients:
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50ml Bombay Sapphire gin
100ml premium tonic water (chilled)
3 large slices of green apple
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Method:

Rasberry and mint gin and tonic twist

Ingredients:

Method:

3 fresh thyme or lemon thyme sprigs

Place freshly cut green apple slices and sprigs of thyme into the bottom of a balloon glass
Add Bombay Sapphire and swirl, allowing the flavours to subtly infuse
Fully fill the glass with cubed ice and top with chilled tonic water
Gently stir to combine and finish with an apple slice and sprig of thyme before serving.

50ml Bombay Sapphire gin
100ml premium tonic water (chilled)
3 fresh raspberries
3 fresh mint (use the sprig for garnish)

Place fresh raspberries and mint leaves into the bottom of a balloon glass
Add Bombay Sapphire and swirl, allowing the flavours to subtly infuse
Fully fill the glass with cubed ice and top with chilled tonic water
Gently stir to combine and then garnish with a sprig of fresh mint and a raspberry before serving.
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Pink grapefruit and rosemary gin and tonic twist

Ingredients:

Method:

Former Miss Soweto Tsakane Sono, unveils home renovation project at Ellen Glen Home in partnership
with CTM 30 May 2024

Absa partners with the Karkloof Country Club in a new 3-year agreement to support the community 7 May

2024

A feast for vegans At Panarottis 26 Apr 2024

Sorbet in collaboration with Depilève unveil exciting revolutionary service offering of the V-Facial
treatment! 25 Apr 2024

Fluence Africa Influencer Festival electrifies Johannesburg with unprecedented buzz 25 Apr 2024

50ml Bombay Sapphire gin
100ml premium tonic water (chilled)
2 pink grapefruit wedges
2 fresh rosemary sprigs

Add a sprig of rosemary, then gently squeeze a wedge of fresh pink grapefruit into your balloon glass before
dropping it in
Add Bombay Sapphire and swirl so the flavours subtly infuse
Fully fill the glass with cubed ice and top with chilled tonic water
Gently stir to combine and finish the drink with a wedge of pink grapefruit and sprig of rosemary before serving.
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